
What are modal verbs?
In English, modal verbs are a class of verbs that perform
particular functions other than simply describing an
action. These functions include time, possibility, ability,
obligation, and many others.
They can be distinguished from other verbs by their
defectiveness (they do not have participle or infinitive
forms) and by their neutralisation (they do not take the
ending -(e)s in the third-person singular).
A modal verb therefore remains the same, regardless of

subject. Each modal verb is also fixed in time.



The modal verbs are:

• can
• could
• will
• would
• shall
• may
• might
• should
• must

Ø I can play the piano.
Ø She could speak French.
Ø We will go to the cinema soon.
Ø They would like some pizza.
Ø Shall we go?
Ø May I go to the toilet, please?
Ø It might rain tomorrow.
Ø You should study more.
Ø You must come again soon.

Modal verbs can also be subdivided based on
the situations in which they are used. This is
shown in the table.



HOW TO USE MODAL VERBS
The great thing about modal verbs is that they all follow
the same rules. These are:
• They remain the same for all subjects;
• They are never used with auxiliary verbs (e.g. do, etc.);
• They behave like the verb “to be” in questions and
negative statements (e.g. inversion, use of ”not” etc.);

• The verb that follows a modal verb is always in its bare
infinitive form (the infinitive without the “to”).

They will go to Rome.
They will not go to Rome.
Will they go to Rome?



As modal verbs all follow the same rules, we can simply swop
one modal verb for another in a sentence to change the tense
and/or meaning:

We speak Italian.
üWe can speak Italian : Noi possiamo (sappiamo) parlare italiano.
üWe could speak Italian* : Noi potremmo/potevamo parlare italiano.
üWe will speak Italian : Noi parleremo/abbiamo intenzione di…
üWe would speak Italian : Noi parleremmo italiano.
üWe shall speak Italian* : Noi parleremo italiano.
üWe may speak Italian* : Noi potremmo parlare italiano.
üWe might speak Italian* : Noi potremmo parlare italiano.
üWe should speak Italian : Noi dovremmo parlare italiano.
üWe must speak Italian* : Noi dobbiamo parlare italiano.

* We will take a closer look at these modal verbs separately.



SEMI-MODAL VERBS: DARE, NEED, OUGHT TO AND USED TO

Dare (not), need (not), ought to and used to are often called semi-modal
because in some ways they are formed like modal verbs and in some
ways they are like other main verbs.
Like modals, they do not change form for the third person (i.e. no –s!).
• It used to be so easy. It ought to be easy now.
• She needn’t worry.
• John daren’t tell Ruth the truth.
• I used to play football when I was young.
• You needn’t go to the shop, I’ve already bought some milk.
NEGATIVE AND QUESTION FORMS: The negative form of need, dare and used to is made by using
the auxiliary verb do but it can also be made without using do (like modal verbs). Ought to never
uses the auxiliary verb do (but the negative oughtn’t to is very rare).


